
DLI.tools Introduces No-Risk 
Proof of Concept offer

Limited time offer available until June 30, 2011; Perfect for Domino 
Document Manager Customers Weighing Their Migration Options

BURLINGTON, ON. March 31, 2011 - DLI.tools Inc., a leading ECM platform vendor for 
Lotus Domino®, Lotus® Quickr® and Microsoft® environments, has announced a no-risk 
Proof of Concept offer for Lotus Domino Document Manager® (DDM) customers.  The 
Proof of Concept offer eases the movement from the soon-to-be-retired platform onto a 
leading ECM platform for Lotus Domino.

“The offer to Domino Document Manager Customers is simple: Pay only if you’re satisfied 
with the results of the POC. If we can’t prove to you that DOCOVA ECM is the best choice for 
your DDM migration and overall ECM platform – then you pay nothing.” states John Ryan, 
Managing Partner and CIO, DLI.tools Inc.

The POC includes professional services from DLI.tools or a DOCOVA Business Partner 
to fully analyze and data model the DDM environment, migrate a portion of the DDM 
environment, the technical knowledge transfer and the creation of a fully functional pilot 
environment. At the conclusion of the POC, a migration recommendations report will be 
produced to show the best migration option for DDM, the expected costs and time line to 
complete the DDM migration.

“Lotus Domino Document Manager Customers seeking a Lotus Domino-based migration 
roadmap should consider DOCOVA ECM. DOCOVA is one of the best options for IBM DDM 
customers who have made extensive customizations to DDM,” states Roland Driesen, 
Managing Director, Silverside, “Customers choosing the Domino-based migration option 
should expect noticeable cost savings vs. other migration choices.”

DOCOVA ECM is a leading Document and Content (ECM) platform available on Lotus 
Domino – ideal for customers wishing to leverage their existing technology infrastructure 
and technical skills.

“We’ve seen a significant up-tick in DDM customers inquiring and purchasing DOCOVA 
over the last 6 months. Our customers tell us we represent the best cost-effective, value-
based Document and Content Management (ECM) solution available for Domino Document 
Manager customers,” concludes Ryan.

DOCOVA also supports leading DDM 3rd party products, thereby enabling organizations 
to further minimize any migration costs by carrying these technology investments forward.  
This POC offer is valid until June 30, 2011. For complete details regarding this POC offer, 
please visit www.docova.com . 

About DLI.tools Inc and DOCOVA ECM
Over 300,000 users from Market leaders like General Electric, HSBC, Bank of America, Nokia, Proctor & 
Gamble and Boeing count on DLI.tools’ web technologies to make daily activities more efficient.  Learn 
more at www.dlitools.com.

Docova® ECM combines advanced document & content management functionality with collaboration tools 
to streamline how your organization manages, secures, finds, and shares documents, files & content in the 
context of individual work styles. DOCOVA ECM is best-suited for IBM Lotus Domino, Lotus Quickr, Domino.
doc migrations, and Microsoft environments. See how we have taken document and content management 
to the next level and what makes us different at www.docova.com
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